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The pr(+lem of comparison of graphs with the same number of vertices and edges by their 
number of spanning trees IL considered A set of operations on graphs which increase the number 
of thear spanning trees IS given. In patiicular, the following assertions are proved: (1) A 
disconnected graph is “better” (it destroys less trees if removed from rhe complete graph) than 
any connected separable graph whose blocks are components of the given graph. (2) The 
replacement. in a separable graph, of a block B with m edges which hangs at the unique vertex x, 
by the star with m edges fixed at its center in x. “worsens” the graph. (3) A chain (star) composed 
of idcntic;sl and symmetric two-terminal networks is “better” (“worse”) than any other tree 
composed from the came two-terminal networks. (4) A chain (a circle) is “better” than any 
connected (respectively t-connected) graph with the same num’ber of edges. The article is 
concluded by a dewrip!ion of some operatiocs on graphs which permit the extension of the 
results to *t wider clacs of graphs. 
1. Introduction 
The prahfern of comparison of graphs [L’j by their number of spanning trees (and, 
in particular, the construct’.~n of graphs with the extremal number of spanning 
trees) is equif alent to comparison of the determinants of some special matrices. 
Although this problem up to now resists attempts to solve it in full generality, it is 
possible to distinguish some classes of graphs where the problem is not completely 
out of reach (cf. e.g., TS-9)). 
In some cases it is more convenient o argue in terms of complementary graphs; 
that is, to compare graphs not by the number of their spanning trees but by the 
number of spiitrning trees which are &troyed when the given graph is removed 
from the com;ipletc one, Ict us say by their *‘ability to destroy”. For instance, it is 
shown in [6] (;lmong other results) that a star destroys more and a matching fewer 
trees than an) other graph with the same number of edges. The second assertion 
foliows also from the fact that the replacement of an edge adjacent to at least one 
edge by an edge -&ich is adjacent o no edge of the graph decreases its “ability to 
destroy” I7.81. 
l This pafeE- ~a+ rep4brtd 10 the .411-Union Seminar on Dwrete Mathematics m September 1972 (see 
(Nj). 
In the present papier a comparison of “abili8ics to destroy” of I:raphs with 
sparating vertices is p;rescnted. In Siection 2 definstions are given and notations are 
introduced. In Section 3 necessary properties of the so-called T-polynomial ( T for 
trecj (If a pr;lph arc listed; the T-polynomial was introduced and studied in f4, S] in 
connection iwith research on the number of spanning trees of a graph (and which 
was earlier called the char;:icteristic polynomial of a graph). It turns out (see (41, also 
Theorem 3. I below) that comparison of the “ability to destroy” of graphs can be 
reduced to i:omparison of their T-polynomials in a certain domain. 
If the graph has separating ,vertices, its T-polynomial is not determined uniquely 
bj the T-polynomials of its blocks. Therefore there arises another polynomial, 
namely the minor of a vertex of a graph, which may be different for different 
tertiecs. Knowing the T~=p~~lp~nomi&ls ..)f blacks and the minors of the separating 
tertizes dne can determine the T-polynomial of the given graph. Furthermore the 
re$atk~ns between the T-polynomials of the graphs obtained from the graph G by 
attaching a given graph at a given vertex to different vertices of G turn out to 
depend solely on the minors of the vertices of G. l-ience it is interesting to compare 
minors of diBkrent vertices 0% a graph. Such a c;?rnparison is done in Section 5 and 
UW~ properties of minors established in Section 3 It permits us to distinguish some 
qerations on graphs which diminish their “abibty to destroy” (Section 6). 
fn particular. in Section 6 the following asseryisns are proved: 
(.I ) A dkconnected graph is “better” (it destrovs fewer trees if removed from the . 
ccmpk!r, graph) than any connected separable graph whose blocks are components 
of the given graph. 
(2) The replacement. in a separable graph. of a block B with m edges which 
hangs at the unique vertex _I by the star with m edges tised at its. center in X. 
l * wor\cnc” the graph, 
(3) A charin (star) composed of identical and svmmetric two-terminal networks is I 
“b,t’ttcr** C‘worse”) than any! other tree composed from the same two-terminal 
nctwcrrks. 
(4) A chain (a circle) is “bittter” than any connected (rcspectivelv L-connected) * _ 
g!raph with the came number of edges. 
The articfc is concluded b;f a description of some operations on graphs which 
permit the eritcnskn of the rmults to a wider class of graphs, 
2. Natations 
ijndirected “raphs without loops [2] are uonsidcred. A graph G with a !ret elf 3 
and preliminarws 
vertices V(G) and a set of edges E(G), where 1 V(G) 1 = tt = M(G). 
8 E(G) ] = nr = nz (G ). are also denoted by G,, G”‘, GT. Let us wrllte G = F if G 
and F are isomorphic and G# F otherwise. 
G iJ F denotes the’praph whose sets of edges and vertices are unions of sets of 
tdgc~‘$ and vertices of G and F: G \ F denotes the graph obtained from G b\~: 
A. K. Kdmuns / t bmptrsnn of graphs 
removal of edges of E In the sequel the operation U is applied only to disjoint 
graphs and the operation \ only in the case where F CG. If K, denotes the 
complete graph. then the graph e, = K, \ G, is called complementary to G,. 
d, (G) = 61, denotes the degree of a vertex x of G and 
d(G)= max d.(G). 
rcv(CiI 
For 1’ C j/(G). Gt, denotes the graph obtained from G by identification 
(e;luein@ of vertices of Y with subsequent removal of Iqx. If x E V(G), 
v E V(F). then Gx 0 yF (resp. Gx - yF) denotes the gr;aph obtained from G and F 
hy identification of x and y (resp. by addition of the edge (x, y)). Evidently 
GX 0 yF = (G U F), .;,. In this article whenever these operations are applied the 
graphs G and F are rtesumed to be non-intersecting and the vertices x and y are 
presumed to IW non-isolated in their respective graphs, unless the contrary is 
explicitly stared. If the glued vertex in Gx 0 yF i\ denotfzd by z we shall write 
GX 0: c yF or even GrF instead of Gx @yF. If F = y we shall write G(x - y) or 
(V - x )G instead of Gx -. yE 
Let us now introduce special notations for some types of graphs: C is for a chain, 
0 is for a circle. A i!$ for a star (i.e. a tree with one non-terminal vertex). 
By a forest (in particular, a tree) of a graph G is understood a (resp. connected) 
acyclic subgraph of G which contains all vertices of (3. Two forests of a graph are 
considered to be distinct if their sets of edges are distinct. r(G) denotes the number 
of distinct t r+‘(:cs of G. 
Let .k\ be ;!,II ~1 x II matris. A, denotes the matrix obtained from A by removing 
columns and rows with idiccs i E 8 C{ I. 2.. . . , n}. p(A ) denotes the maximum 
eigenwlue oI A. 
Let G he r7 graph with a set of vertices x1. x2,. . ., xn. and Y(G) = (I,,) be the n x n 
matrix in whiioh I,, = d,,(G) and k,. i # j. is equal to minus the multiplicity of tlhe 
edge bctwecn the vertices x, and x, (64 for Laplace). 
For Y C \‘( G j, =Yk, = Y,.(G) denotes the matrix obtained from 2’ by removing 
the columns ;and rows corresponding to vertices of Y. We shall write P(G) instead 
of @(Y’(G)). According to Kirchhoff’s Theorem (cf.. e.g.. [Z]), 
for any vertex s E \‘[G). From (2.1) it li’c~llows that 
t(G, ) = dt‘i %, (G). (2 2) 
Let us introduce the following notation: 
A?(& G) = AP(G) = det(AE - Y(G)}. 
.‘U, (A, G) = !V, (G) = det(AE - Y,,(G)}. 
Since det Y(G) = 0. P(h. G) is a polynomial. It is czJled the T-polynomial of a 
graph G (T for tree). The polynomial #(A. Gr) = A m-nc’B(A, Gr) is independent 
of the number of isolated vertices of Gz. This praperty makes it mcve convenient 
t0 ue in some casc’5. 
A, graph G with a distinguished ordered sunset (x1. xz, . . . . xt } C V(G 1 is called a 
m&i-tcrrnmnal network and the distinguished vertices x,. i = L2,. . , k, are called its 
terminals. The multi-terminat network G with terminals x,, ~2..  .A, and F with 
terminals yl. )ilt.. . ., yk are defined to be isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism 
of fi onto F which maps x, onta y,, i = 1.2,. _ . . k. Gx or .uG denotes the 
one-termin;% network G with terminal x, x1 Fx: dcmktes the two-terminal network F 
with the ordered pair of terminals (x,. x2). 
Let UI define xFy and ebf~ to be equivalent and write xFy n- u&v ifI 
(I) P(F) = P(H). 
xF~ wilt be called symmetric iff M*(F) = M,(F). G(xFy) denotes an! graph 
obtained from G by replacing each of its edges (U - w ) by the symmetric 
twvtp?erminal network rHw equivalent to xFy. Henceforth, unless the contrary is 
explicitly stated. only graphs without multiple edges will he considered. 
3. The T-potynomfall of a gt-apb 
The 7’-polynomial plays an important hole in our investigations. Let us list the 
properties of this IxAynomial. which be shall need in further discussion. It is known 
that Y(G) = J(G j - J ‘(G j, where J(G) is the incidence matrtx cbf the directed 
gapk &tain& from G by anv orientation r9f its edges. Thence T(G) and al! its 
diagonal suhrnatrices are non-negative definite matrices, and w P(h, G) has real 
nclrn-negst ive rr~ol s 
It is pr<,ved 8111 [jr] that 
A&:)+ A, A(@ = n(G), (3.2) 
A,{G )I IrttGj. I= 1.2. n ‘. -_ . * ., (3.1') 
The inequality (3. I’) fcjllows immediately from (3.1) and (3.2). 
Since .Y(C ) - Z(G 1, u ) is a non-negative definite matrix, 




FW :a rr’gu!;lr graph of degree J there is a simple relation between P(h. G,) and 
the characterlb phi! nomral of adjacency matrix A (G, ) of a graph G,, namely 
AP(A. 67,) = f - ? 1” det ((d - A tE - A (G, )). (3.6) 
7%~ ~J~~trum of 4 (G) has lien studled in man!’ papers (cf., e.g., [J]). 
The foJiouin_s useful rcJatr43n is probed in 16): 
(3.7) 
r~K*., Gee)= fn + r)’ “P(n h KG,). (3.8) 
It t\ prcblcd in [fi] that (_3.t;) can he clbtained h) the method of inclusion and 
mclusi1tn. 
13.S) permit\ US ttl claim ias WI: have alread! done) that it is convenient TO 
zc,mJJ,arcr graph\ ly therr -‘aMit! to dew+. 
It f(ttJcwc from (..W that coincidence elf the T-Jx~lyrwmials of graphs G, and F, 
id quitalent to the crlnditicw that G, and F_ have the same “ability to destroy”. 
that 1%. tW,.. s l’,) = t[K,., 1 F, 1 for any I = 0. 1.2.. . . . 
Cir”phs Cth that same T-p+nomiais are far from being always isomorphic 151. - 
br Instance, there arc known examples of nrw-isom<xphic regular and even 
\tronpJ\ rtzgular qaphtr uith the same spectrum of A(G) (and therefore. by (M), 
aJw of -d(G)). (Cf.. c g. fJ. 31.1 
?%US Et IS mteresting to compare polynomials P(h. G, ) t>f different graphs for 
A 3 n. 
The T-pcA! twmial of the graph with separating vertices is not uniquely defined 
b! the T-p+ nomi;tJrc of its blocks. To find B(A. GX * yF) it is necessary to have also 
wmc &arwteri\ti<\ of vcr:icc\ x rn G and y in F. The polynomial 44, (G) = 
.\f,(~. di) .= &t(AE - J;(~i)) turn\ out to he wchi a characteristic. It will be called 
ttw tww~ of the vertex x m G. 
It turns out that the minor A& (A, G) plays the same role for the operation Gx 0 yF: 
rramety. from (3.9) and Lemma 4.3 below, there follows immediately 
Theorem 3.2. Let h > p(F). Then P(h, Gx 0 rF) < P(A, Gy 0 zF) iff M,(A. G) > 
34, (A, G ). 
Thus the “ability to destroy” of Gx 0 vF decreases with the minor of a vertex x to . 
which the one-terminal network yF is glued. Hence it is interesting to compare 
minors of different vertices of a graph. 
4 So- propertkj of the minor M,(A, G) 
,Q nlentiowd above TX(G) is a non-negative definite matrix (positive definite, 
if G is connected). Therefore the polynomial 
has reaJ non-negative zeros. The coefficients h, = h, (G, x ) ‘map be interpreted in the 
following manner. 
Lemma 4.1. 
h;(G,.x)= c yl(F’h (4.1) 
F’CG, 
wherei = 1,2,...,n - 1. The summution is taken over all distinct forests Fi of i edges 
of the graph G,; y1 (F’) is the product of rhe numbers of wtices of the forest’s 
components, which do not contain the vertex x. 
Proof. Sinlce 
h,(G,,x)= 2 det .%.(G,,), 
F rEf-.‘li’-r, 1 
then m3.xding to (2.Q 
h,[G,.x)= ;x t(GY 1. (4.2) Y 16b. Y’rn-c 
Let w consider a k -forest in G, (that is a forest with k = n -- i components), such 
thaz each component of this k-forest contains exactly one vertex from 1’ (I Y 1 = k). 
Put into correspondence with such a k-forest the tree in Gv which is obtained from 
it by identifying all the vertices of 16. This correspondence is evidently one-to-one. 
As with any k-forest F’ of Gn there are evactly yx(F’) different sets Y with 
k = n - i vertices which contain x and intersect al1 the components of F’, so (4.1) 
follws from (3.2). 
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(4.3) 
Proof. From Lemma 4.1. 
(m - ~)h(G.x,= 2 h,(G\u.x), i=W,2 . . . . . w-1. 
UCFIci) 
Hence 
c @,(A.G\u)= z( - l)‘(nt - i)h,(G,x)A” ‘-I= (&(A,G)): 
*c‘ t (fib , ~0) 
which is equivalent to (4.3). 
An important role is pl:?yed in the sequel by the following: 
Lemma 4.3. Let x be a non -isolated vertex of G. Then M, (A, G ) > P(A. G ) for 
A >/3(G). 
hf. (By induction on the number of edges m.) For m = 1. 
M,(A.G:,= (A - I)A”-‘> P(A.G:)= (A -t)A”-‘. 
if A ~0. Suppose m 2 2. 
@,(A.G)-@(A.G)= 
= @J#W).G)-@(P(G),G) 
+c I ’ (‘k(t,G\u)- Qi(t.G\u))dt. ~6 FIG) P(<;, (4.4) 
Sinw B(Y(G)) 2 /3(9,(G)). then 
@,(6(G). G) - @(p(G). G) = @J@(G), G)W. 
By the induction assumption @, (t* G \ rr) 2 @(t. G \ u) for t > P(G \ u), and therc- 
fore by (3.3) also for t 1/3(C). The vertex .x is non-isolated in G. Hence there 
exists an edge 14 ’ such that x is non-isolated nn G \ u ‘. Therefore by the induction 
;tssumption c9, (t, G ‘, u ‘) ‘3~ 9( t. G \ u’) for t 3. /3 (G ). Thus from (3.4). @Jo (A, G ) :b 
@(A. G) and therefore M, (A. G) 
It is easy to see that M,(A. G) 
Remark 4.4. It may be proved 
A ‘P(A), 
> P(A. G) for A > p(G). 
= P(A. G) iff x is an isolated vertex in G. 
that for a%ny positive definite matrix A and 
A det (AE - A,) 2 det (AE - A ), (4.5) 
where A, is obtain~ed from A by removing the ith column and the ith tow. x 
Remark 4.5. Since: according to (3.1’). P(G)s n(G) irnd since for any symmetric 
matrix A, /3(A) 3 @(A,). 311 assertions which hold for hL subject either to P(A, G) > 
0 or MJ[A, G) > 0 or M,,.(A, G) > (\ certainly hold also for A > n(G). 
It is sbrown’ in [6] that coefficients b,(G, ) of i’-pnl!rnomial 
n-- 1 
P(A, G,) = c (- I)‘b,(G,)h”- “--’ 
I =o 
are subject to a rleiation analogous to (4.1): 
h(G)= c Y(F% 
F'CC;, 
where -f(F) is the product of the number of vertices of the forest’s components. 
This relation and (3.1) imply that 
By Lemma 3.3, 4 AP( A. G, ): 2 nP(h,G,); that is. AP;(A,G,)a(n - I)P(A.G,) for 
A > fl(rr;: j. Hence 
P(A, G,,).? PfA,,, G,)(A /A$-l; A. ho > k!(G). 
Put A. == n, A = n f r. Then Theorem 3.1 implies the following inequality which is of 
independent interest: 
ksuwna 4.6. Let x be a non -terminal vertex of A ‘“, and suppose that the one - wminai 
networks x4 m and rF” are non-isomorphic, x44 “# zF”. Then 
Proof. 
@=(A, F’” ) = fi (A - A,). 
‘=I 
where A, MI, i = 1,2,.. .,nz, and 
m c A, = 2m - d, (F” )- r-1 
for A 2 max, (A, ). Since zF” # x.4 m. then dl (F” ) < m, and therefore 
@,(A. Fm)< (A -- I)” = @,(A. Y) 
for A 23 max, (A, ). 
Let A = {a,,) nnd B = (b,,) he m :< n and n x n matrices respectively. Let 
,4 0 13 = ((;,) denote the (nt + n - 1 )X (rn -+ n - 1) matrk which is obtained from A 
and t3 as follows: 
C,, = I 
Q?, for 1 s i, j s m. (B, j) f (m. m ). 
4w fqlr ~=~~+p~-I.j=-m+~-1.l~~,~~~.(~~~)f~I~l~~ 
:7*,, c b. I for (i,j) = (pn. nl). 
0 ot ha-wise. 
Lemma 4.7. 
Q(A. A 0 R) = Q(n, /L, ) Q(h. B ) + Q(A. ,4 1 Q(h. B,) - AQW .4m) Q(A, &)a 
Fro&. Represent the m th row p,,, = (Z,,,l. &, . . .,Z,,,men J of the matrix Z = 
At? - ,4 0 R in the furm 2?W = 2; + ?.‘,, where 
I 
- Cl”‘ for i = l,L,....sn - 1, 
Z;, = A - ~l,~ for i = m, 
0 for i = m + I,. . . . m + n - 1; 
and 
I 
0 for i = 1,2,. .,m - 1, 
Zz, = - b:, for i = m, 
- bl, for i = m +‘y = m + l,...,m + n - 1. 
Then Q(A. A 0 R) = det(Z) = det(Z’) 1~ det (Z”). where the matrices Z’ and Z” are 
obtained from Z hy replacing the m th row by ZL and Zz respectively. 
det (Z’) = Q(A, A ) Q(A, B,), 
det (2”) = W ‘. B) O(A. A,) .- AQ(k A,) WA, B,). 
From the last three rzicrtions there follows Lemma 4.7. 
From Lemma 4.7 there follows (3.9)) and the following formulas, which we shall 
need: 
M,(FxvG)= AM,,(F)*(P(@- M,(G))+Mv(F)Mu(G) Wf9 
•W~~(FX 0 UC) = Mxr(F)Mw(G)+ Mc,(G’bMv(F)- hMxy(F)M,a,(G), (4.7) 
where xf y in F and of w in G. 
It follows from the definition of M,(h, G) that 
MY(A,FxoyorG)= M,(A, F)M,(A,G). W1J) 
5. The ccvmparisor~ of verten. mirrors for graphs of the certain type 
Let 3,,(G) = M,(G) - MY(G)* If x E V(F) and y E V(G), then it is evident that 
&,(Fu G)= h(M,(F)P(G)- M,.(H)A,JF). 
kmma 5.1. Let x and y be distinct vertices of F. Then 
&(GxFyH)= Mx,(F)A,,(G u H)+ MJG)M,(H)AJF). (5.1) 
The proof follows immediately from (4.8) and (4.6). 
In particular., if ME(F) = MY(F) and x # y, tht,n 
A,,(GxFyH) = MJF)A,, (63 u H). (S.2) 
Lemma 5.2. Let G = xkLy. Then 
A‘,(G:H) = 
= M,(H)A,,(G)+ A@,(H)-- P(H))(MJI’)MJL)- MJL)MJf3). 
Proof by direct application of (4.6) and (4.8). 
Suppose that the graph H in Lemma 5.1 has a single vertex y. Then from 
P(y) = M,(y) = I it foltows that 
A,,(FxvG)= hMx,(F)(M,(G)- P(G))+ MJG)A,,(F). 
Sime &&,(F) Xl for h > P(F), from Lemma 4.3 we obtain: 
Lemma 5.3. L-et x and y lw distinct uertices af Fv and M,(F) a M,(F) for A ) 
max(f3(F), p(G)). 77zen 
A,,(EvzG)>O for A “max(P(F),,B(G)). 
FOY example, if the graph F kas an automorphism mapping x into y, then 
M(F) = k?JF), and by Lemma 5.3, 
A,, (Fx Q rG) > 0 for I\ > max (/3(F), &G )). 
Lemm;r 5.4. Let the gmpks T’ and T” be obtained from Q tree T by repiucing each 
u = (x - y ) by the two-terminal networks xFly tend xF:y respectively. Tlten oT’w - 
-4. K. Kdmuns / Cornprison of graphs 251 
vT”w for a~? pair of distinct uentices (v, w ) in T if x F:y - xF:y for uny edge 
u E E(T). 
The proof follows eaGlp from (3.9). (4.6) and (4.7) by induction on the number of 
edges of the tree T. t 
Henceforth E denotes the ith graph rather ihan a graph witin i vertices. ’ 
From Lemma S.4 there follows: 
b?mma 5.5. Let G = u,F,u~~cl...tzF,t)r,.r and c,F&, - tlk+: ,Fk+, ,v~+~ ,. i = 
LL.., (f(k + I)]. 73698 
; WV3 = Ma,.. ,(Gh i-l .2,. . .$(k + I)]. 
Lemma 5.6. f-et xlF+ - x 3 F,y I _-- xFy and suppo:~ that xFy and x2F2y2 are 
symcPtric. 7lten 
d,,,(Ht “x,F*!!,ox~F,y:~x,F:y,~ wf.)= 
Proof (outline). According to (K!). 
3 8:* = ~.~,:,,(F,)ii~,,(Hc~x,F,) P(F+owL)- PCH~O~,F~)M,,(F,Y~~W~:)}, 
The expression in brackets is transformed according to (3.9) and (4.6). After a 
series of ~‘3s~ transformations one obtains the required assertion. 
It ma! be proved that for an arbitrary graph E 
~~I,(F)!L=f,(F) 2 M,,(F)?‘(F) for A 2 p(F). (5.3) 
with equality sign ifi x and y belong to different components of F. Therefore the 
transformation of graphs described in Lemma 5.6 preserves the sign of A,, for 
A qJ(F). 
The polynomial N( ,?-, xFj# ) = !V.(F)M,(F)- hM,,(F)P(F)’ can be easily ob- 
tained for graphs of certain type!,. Here are some examples: 
(1) Let x. y be terminal vertices of the circuit C. Then N(A. xCy) = 1. 
(2) N(A. xK,y) = (A - ny” ‘. 
(3) If x, Y are terminal vertices of the star ,I., then N(A, x&y) = (A - 1)*“-‘, . 
From Lemmas S.5 and 5.6 and the inequality (53) there follows: 
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that the two-termintpl ibetworks v,Ev,.,, i =: 1.2, . . ., k, are 
symmetric and eyrtiualent to VFW, A > #3(F), 1 Q i < j s k + 1. Then the sign of 
&JHx 0 t?iF1t,:Fx,. . . v&v4 . , 0 )*I, ) coincides with the sign of 
for i s k - j + 2 and with the siglt of 
Lemma 5.8. Let x, x E V(F), y E V(G), A > max(P(G), P(FzH)), 
j.)(h. F U G]p4. Then &(A,(FzH)U G)aN and d,,(h,(r;iH)U d3)>0 ifi x 
and z belong to the same componeplb of E 
PDF. If A 3 max(@( G), /3(FzH)), den P(h. G) XL P(A, F) r 0 and I’(& FzH) > 
0. Hence the inequality &(A, F U G) 2 0 is equivalent to the inequality 
M~F)IP(Fi 3 My(G)/P(G), and therefore it is sufficient to prove that 
Ms(F~H)IPc[.F’~H j 2 MJF)!P(F). Applying (3.9) and (4.6) we obtain: 
Mz(i~2:H)P(F)- P(FzH)MJF) = 
== (%fe(F)M:(F)- AMJF)P(F))(PdJH)- P(H)). 
SinF;e #$(FzH), 2 max(pfF). p(H)) then from ($3) and Lemma 4.3 we obtain the 
required inequality. . 
From L,emma 5.S and 5.8 there follows: 
At* ,t ~~~U’ui,,~xH)>O jp~ i = G?.....($(k + l)]andh >@(Wu,+,u??). 
Lemmas 5.3 and 5.7 imply: 
Thearem !5.10e Let W = us Flc2F2tr2.. . t’i, Fkvk + , and suppose that the two-terrninul 
networks ~,F,LL ,? i = 1.2,. . ., It, are symmetric and pairwise equivalent. Then 
lAl;,,:r.(wvk+l qH)>O for ii = 1.2,. . .,[!(k + 1)). (54) 
and h x=+(Wv~,,oxH). 
In the folfowing theorem some conditions ;ire given under which the inequality 
(5.4) hoids for aEi i kom 1 to ik (and not only for i G !(k + 1)). 
Lemm S.lt. Let W = t’l F&c~u~. . . vkFkuk t:, .H = FxFh, v,F$, . , -- xFy - xF,,zs 
i = f.21. . . -T k, and suppose that xFy is symmetric. Then A,&,( IV U H) >O for 
A => minCJn(F)- 1, n(W ti H)). 
Proof. For k =z 1.2 and A > #3(F) the desired inequality follows from Lemma 5.8. 
Let w =’ W”‘, MEli (F) = M,,, P( W”‘) = Pk, h&,( W(‘)) = Mk. In particular P(F) .= 
R ,, M [F 3 = Ml and by Lemma 5.4, P(H) = P( Wczr) = P2. Accerding to (3.9) and 
64.8 ). 
A -‘d xc,= M:Pk - PzMr, = M,(M,M, + M,Pk - ZP,Mk). 
A. K. Kdmans I Comparison of graphs 25.3 
After transformations of Pk = .P ( W(' ‘) ukFk ) and Mk by means of (3.9) and (4.6) 
respectively one obtains: 
A ‘At, = M,( MJ’, I- MI , P,) + AM,, (Mk I- t’k - ,)(2P, - M,)). 
From (I% P(GxG)= M@)(2P(G)- M,(G)) By (3.9, M,(G)>0 for h > 
z’d(G) and P(G.rG)~l~ for A >max(Jd,(G3,2d(G)). Therefore 2B(G)- 
M,(G)M for A >max(4d,(G),2d(G)). 
Thus we have the following inequalities: 
(1) 2P. -M& ~0 for h >&I(F)-4, 
(2) @(W’“‘)<h(F)- 3, 
(3) it& 1 - PI l r fj for A r B( W” _ ‘I) by Lemma 4.3, 
(4) AM,, ) ILI, for A > 6 (F) by (4.5). 
Hence 3,,, b AM:(M, - P,)(Z PI I - Mk ,) > 0 for A > 4n (F) - 4 and k = 
0.1.2 ,... . 
Combining (5.2) and Lemmas 5.3, 5.f. 5.8 and 5.11, and taking into account 
Remark 45. one obtains the following results: 
Let, as mentioned. T(xFy) be the graph which is obtained from a tree by 
replacing each edge u, = (x,, ,v, ) by the t wo-terminal network x,F,y,, where all the 
two-terminal networks are p&wise equivalent and symmetric. 
Let the graph (G] be obtained from G by glueing to every vertex x, some 
one-terminal networks t,t, at its terminal t, (it is possible that z,L, = 2,). 
Theorem S.12. 1-41 L be a nor;! -terminal certtcx of a twe T, and suppose that the 
fw*o-terminal networks L’,F,L’,.~. j = 1.2.. . ., k. are symmetric and equivalent to xFy. 
Then 
Lemma 5.13. Let L = vIFIv2.. . t-+ ,Fk 1vh; G = Av,LvkB; v,F,v,~~ - v~+t-,FI, -pk.-,, 
j = 1.2, . . ., k, k = 2.2, . . . . Then &,,,(h,Gv,ozH)~O for_ i = I,2 ,... .[!(k + I)] 
and for .t such that A b marr(fiI(Lq 0 zH, P(A ), P(B)) and &,,,(A, .4 U B) 2 0. 
Proof. By Lemma S. 1. 
= M,,,,(Lc, 0 2H)J,,,, (A u B)+ M,,(A)M,,(B)3,,,,(Lc, ozH). (5.5) 
By Theorem 3.,, 9 Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.9, 
P(f’y~v~Lv,~zH)~ P(~ywkLv,ozH) for A >max(P(f).P(Lv,ozH)), 
and w by Theorem 3.2, &,.,( Lo, 0 zH) > 0 for A > /3(Lv, 0 zH). Therefore from 
(5.Q .d,.,,,(Gc,ozH)>O for A >max(/3(Lc,ozH), P(A), P(B)). 
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bmma 5.14. In rhe asswmprtion of Lemma 5.13, suppose further that G = Au, Lu, 
and A l % max, (&A), /3(H), M(E 1). ?%en 
puumf. Let us return 
and (4 8) that for 
to (55) im this particular case. It is easy to establish using WV 
G =- .d’zLy, M~,,(Gdf) = M,(~f)M,,(liL) 
-. A~u~,(I”).u,,r(L.)(M~(U)- P(if)). (95) 
Let c.F~u:...c, ,F, Iu, = R’. u,F$ ,+,.a. o, ,F?k 104 = R,,M,.,(R’)= l ‘,M.,(R,)=M,. 
M,,JR’) = N’. M,,,.,(R,) = N,. By Lemma 5.2, 
J,,,, (Lv, OZH) = Mz(H)&,,(L)+ A(Mt(H)- P(H))(M’N:- M,N’). (5.7) 
By Lemma 5.5. A,,,(L) z 0. Substituting (5~)) for M,.,,, (I.,, QH) and (5.7) in (5.5) 
md transforming M,,,,(L) = M,,,.,(R’cR,) according to (4.7) me otrtains: 
JJGL’, +zH) = M,,,.,(L)&,,(A u HY) + AN,((~MJRJ~~H)- ~M~~~~,(RJ~O~ 
+ AN’(Mq(A ) - P(A )))(M, (H) - P(H)). (S.rz) 
From (4.7). M&GzG”x’) = Msz(G)(2Adz(G)- AM,,(G)), where G and G’ are 
copies of the same graph, and X.X’ are copies of the same vertex in this graph. 
Hence it follows from p(YX,, (t j) 6 fl(,dF( L )) s 26( L j and from (3.5) that 
2Mz(G j -- AM,, (G) > 0 for A > max(4R, (G:), 24G)). Therefore from (5.8) and 
kmma 4.3 we obtain the required inequality. 
6.’ Comparison of graphs by their “‘ability to destroy’* 
Let us write 47’” > H” iff @(A,Ci:")> @(A, H”) for any A an = 
max(n(G”). n(H”)). 
To define the relation G” z H” in terms of P(A, G) one should equate the 
number of vertices of these graphs by adding to the graph with fewer vertices the 
required number of isolated vertices. Then graphs G” and H” turn into graphs G z 
and Hz. Evidently G” P H” iff P(A, G::)s P(A, Hy ) for all A 5 n. In ]6] 
eramples of non-comparable (in the sense z ) graphs are given. Using the 
assertions proved above it is possible to ‘* s -compare” graphs of some types. Such 
a comparison is (by Theorem 3.1) also il comparison of the corresponding 
compkxnentar~~ graphs by their number of trees. Explicitly, if G,, 1 II,,, then 
t(.K,+, “G,)> o(K,J H,) for every r = 0, I, 2,. . . . 
Prook Let F and L be disjoint graphs. Then (3.9) and P(A, F U L) = 
AP(A.F)PCA. L) imply that 
P(FU L)- P(FxoyL Ug)= AP(F)P(L)-AP(FxoyL) 
= A(M(F)- P(F))(.M(L)- P(L)). 
Ry Lemma 4.3 this qwcssion is posrt-.,e for A __- rnax(/3(F), p(L)) and hence, by 
Q.1’) for A 3 n(!--U Ia). 
I’hrmmnr 6.2. 1.~ s k cl non-terminal vertex of .4 “‘. and suppose that xAm # vH”. , 
“Ihrn 
Proof. By (3.9). 
= ~‘f:(~;)(p(H:)-- p( I:)b+(M,(G)- P(G))(M,(A:)- MJH:)), 
where .I r is obtained from .t m by adding n - m + 1 isolated vertices. By 16, 
Theorem 3.2J. P(HZ) > P(il Z) for A > m + i : by Lemma 4.6, MI (‘4 7) p My (Hr) 
for A > @( rl",(Hz)) and hy Lemma 4.3, M,(G) > P(G) for A > P(G). In view of 
Remark 4.5 we obtain the required assertion from the last three inequalities and 
from (6. I ). 
&sertions which have been proved in the preceding section permit us to discaver 
a number of oprr;ttions on separable graphs which diminish their “ability to 
Jest roy”. 
Theorem 6.3. Ler G = vi F, ty . . . tlrFkv4 + I 0 xH tmf 
tJfF;tj!., - tq4 *-‘ #FL+, pk.1 ,. j = 1.2.. . ., [L(k + i)]. 
Then 
Gu, Q VL b Go . k.2 pyL for i = I.2 . . . . ,[l(k + l,]. 
Theorem 6.4. Let G = t+ F, v: . . . u4F,vk + I * xH; and suppose that v,F,v, . I, j = 
1’ , -, . . . . k. are symmetric crnd puirwke equivalent. Then Gu, 0 yL p Go,, I 0 yL for 
i = I.2 . . . . . [j(k + I)]. 
Theorem 6.5. Let C( DF~) = t‘, F, t’:. . . okF4 oh + l ; z be cl non -terminal vertex of a tree 
TrrndG = C(vFw)c,,, ~r[T(vFw)]. ThenGu,oyL > Gv,+pyLfori = l,L...,k. 
Theorems 6.3. 6.4 and 6.5 are obtained from Theorems 5.9, 5.10 and 5.12 
respectively by means of Theorem 3.2. 
Lemmas 5.3, 5.13 and S. 14 give rise to respective operations. which by Theorem 
2.2 “improve” graphs in the !;ense of t . In particular all these operations permit us 
to prove TheoFern 6.6 below. 
z,cr, A. K. Kclmrms ,I Cumpdsah uf graphs 
t.ct US introduce special notations for some types of trees (see Fig. 1): 
I*_ ‘= c‘, :~oyC~. z,, = C,.,.P~C,, 13, = .I, ,zo(a - 6) and S, = .I, 2zayCl, 
where x is a terminal vertex of Cq -2 an’d Cn - 2, y is a non-terminal vertex of CJ and 
C,* z is a terminal vertex of A,.. 1 and A, -2; YL = CSy, * XI GAO y4? and 
A, = A, 1~ wC5, where xr # x2 are terminal vertices of Cn .49 yr and yt are 
rrsn-terminal vertices of C’:’ and CfrespectivAy, t’ is a non-terminal vertex of ‘4, 1 
and n is a centraJ vertex of Gs. 
ii 
5, 
Fig. i. The rtce 7’. is non-isomorpqic wath those of the figure. 
I’korem 6.6. SMJJ~~~ that the tree T, be non-isomorphic m C,, Y,,, 2,. S,,, D,, and 
S,. Then 
C(xFy) z- Y,(xFy) ) Z,(xFy) > TJxFy) r S,(xFy) z 
t LL(xFy ) ) A, (xFy ) 
praof, Any tree T, non-isomorphic to Cm, Y,,, Z,, and Xn may be altered by the 
series of operations Q,,/ from Theorem 6.5 succesively to Znr then to Y,,, and then to 
C,. By Lemma 5.141 Z,, z X,. A tree T, non-isomorphic to S,, D,,, A, and A, may 
be hered to Sa or A,,, then to D, and then to A,, by the series of inverse operations 
0,’ = Qt. By Theorem 6.5 the operations c;l#, improve (and the inverse operations 
warsen) a graph. 
From this theorem it foiiows in part icuk that the relation T:(xFy ) > Tx(xFy ) is 
a linear order for n - 3.5.6. The operations described above permit to compare ail 
trees with 7 vertices excev the pair X7 and O- = Ccx 0 yC, (where x is a central 
vertezt of Cs and y is a terminal vertex in C,). 
By means of (3.9). (4.7), (4.6) and Lemma 5.2 it may be proved that 
P(Q7Wj9- P(X~(~F~))=AIM~,(F)(~~*(F)- P(F))(2P(FxF)- M,(FxF)). 
Since P(G) - MI ((3) HI for A B max (4d, (G), 2d(G)). one obtains by Lemma 
4.X Q+Fy) ) XT(xFy). Hence the relation T;(xFy) ) T:‘(xFy) is a linear order 
too. if all the trees with seven vertices are numbered by 1,2,. . . in the same order as 
they are pictured in [2! (fn~m left to right) then the relation k7(vF~v) > T,(t!Fw ) 
orders the trees T- as foiiw~: 1.2.X 3,~.10,5,6. t f ,7,#. 
For tree\ T, with n 5 8 (vertices) the following proposition may be proved: 
(1) The relation ) on S- and 9-vertex trees is a Iinsar order. If ail the trees with 8 
vertices are numbered in the same order as appears in the diagram in 121 (from left 
to right and from tf:p to bor.tom) then the relation ) orders the trees TN and ‘TV as 
foii~~ws: 1.2.3,S.J. 13, 15, 17. 16, 15.23.t;.7.S3, 18.20, 19,X. 9, 10.21, 11, 12and 1, 
2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 1‘4. 3). 23. 22. 2! * 23, 3. 3. 27. 44.43. 45, 7. 8. 9, 10. 11, 2x, 30,, 29. 40, 
39. 31. 3s. 32. 46, 47. 33. 41, 12. 13. La, 37. 35. 36. 42. 15, 16. 34. 17, 1% 
(2) There exist l ’ > -incomparable” IO-vertex trees. 
(3) Among the trees with at most 10 vertices there do not exist non-isomorphic 
trees with the samtt T-pol?;nomial*. 
(4) For everv n 2 8. we mav find, among the trees with n vertices, the 4 “best” . 
and the 6 “wr& t rces according to t hc relation > (see Fig. I). 
Theorem 6.b asserts in particular that Cm is ” > -better” than any tree T”. Let us 
now show that C” is ‘* =I -better” than any other connected graph G”. To prove 
this we shall need some auxiliary assertions. 
Let, as above, 0, be a circle with n vertices. 
I 
Proof. Let P(C) = P,,. M&k,) = Sm. hfv(Cn) = A& where y is a terminal vertex in 
the chain CO. 
(I) From Alin,, :- (A -- I)M,.I - M, it follows that h(P,+! - S,,,) = 
h(M,., - S,.,,--(hf.,., + !U’, ). Since M,, , - S,, , , = L(in and A P,, = M, + : + i+I,. then 
A ( I’, . , - .?a,, . t ) = - A (P, - S, ). Now from P, = S, = A - 2 it follows that P, = S,. 
(2) s, - S: J A - 3. s,, = I). Suppose by induction That S, > 0 for A 2 cl and i +G 11. 
Then for A 3 3. S,, , - S, = (A - 3)S,, - S, I a (A - -3)(S” - S, I) 2 (A - f)” > (1, andw 
t hercforc, 
s n*l ‘” 2 (S, & s, _ :) 2 @-yp > 0. 
c--l 
Let C: U C, be the graph with two components C, and C,. 
fioof. Let f; and y be terminal vertices in C,. l and C,, respectively. Then 
C ,~C~~~=C~..,~c,(y--nz) and C,UC~=C,UC,-,(x-r). By Lemma 58. 
J,, (C, 3 u C,) > I) for A > /3 (C# ,I) and therefore, by Lemma 6.7, also for A 3 4 
Hence the required inequality follows from Theorem 3.2. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.7, P(C”)= M,(W+‘) = !$,,+I. It is easily seen that Sm,l = 
(A - 2)Sm - Sm ) and AP(O”) = (A - 2)& - 2§m..t + 2( - l)m? Hence @(Cm) - 
u?(W)= P(e”j-AP(om)=sm t- 2( - l)m? The desired inequalitv follows now 
from Lemma 6.7 (it is easy to verify gh,:-tit @(C’) = #(O”) for A = i). 
kt P(G) lbe the number of edges of :.I maximal (in the sense of the number of 
edge\ ] camponcnt of G. A one-to-one mapping p of E (G m ) onto E( F” ) will be 
calied a mapping of G” onto F”. 
Lemma 6.10. Let G” be a connected gruph. Then there exists Q mapping q of a graph 
G" onto a chuin C” such that 
e(Gm \ u ) 2 e(Cm t q(ar 1). 
Proof. It is kasily seen that if the lemma holds for a tree G m then it holds for any 
connected graph G ‘Y So we shall suppose that G” = T” is a tree. Let x be a 
terminal vertex of C’? and suppose that w (T) = nr (C). A mapping p of yT onto XC 
will be called a correct mapping if the component of T \ w containing y has at least 
the same number of edges as the component of C\p(u) containing X. A terminal 
edge of a tree T_ which is not incident to , , Y wilt be called a terminal edge of yT. 
Let 14~ a;rd 14; be arbitrary termimnl edges of yTL = yT,,, and XC’ = XC’,,, 
respe&ely. Put p(u,) = N I. in general. if u, and II :, i = 2,3, . . ., are terminal edges 
t)f yT,,, = yT4, j,! U, 1 and XC,,, = XC (, ],\ u:. I respectively. then we put p(u,) = u:. It 
1s easily wen that the mapping p is correct. 
Let us now construct the required mispping q of a tree onto Cm. Let x be the 
reflex of T” such that all components of T” \x have {(m + I) vertices or less. Such 
a velrtex of a tree is caltcd the mass-center of this tree. It is easily seen that any tree 
h;i$ one or two mass-centersI. and if it h;as two such centers then these centers are 
adjacent f?]. According to this we shall consider two cases, 
(1) T” has a single mass-center y. Suppose T” to be obtained from the 
one-terminal networks )B,T~,,. i = t, 2,. . ., s, by glueing their terminals y, int.9 %e 
vertex y. and suppose that m (Ttl,) 3 m (T& 2 m (T,,,), .i = 3,4, * . ., s. Let us divide 
the chain C” :- t,-- . . . -L+~ into three parts: C,,)= x1- . . . -xh. &,= 
x1, - . . . -x, and C,\,=.r,- . ..--x~+~ such that m(C,,,)= m(?‘,,,) and m(C,,,)= 
m (T,,,). The desired mappings 9 of T” onto C.‘” may obviously be composed from 
the correct mappings pI of yIT, onto x&Y,,, and p2 of yz’& onto x,&, and from any 
mapping of the set of remaining edges of T” onto E(C,,). 
(2) T” has two mass-centers yI and y2 : T” = T,,,y, - yJ’&, m(T,,,) = m (T,,,). 
Let us present C” as Cm = Cf,,uI - a&,. where m (C& = m(&,) = !(no - I). The 
desired mapping 9 of T” onto C” may be composed from the mapping of the edge 
Yl - ‘J: to the edge al- II: and from the correct mappings pi of y$,, onto QC~,), 
i = 1.2. 
Theorem 6.11. LA G m rk a connected graph. and G m # Cm. 7len 
@(AX”)> @(A.G”) for h 2 max(P(G”).4).’ 
Pmof (by induction on m ). For m = 3 the inequality can be uerifief3 immediately. 
Let m 2 4. According to (3.7). 
+ 
= I -‘(@ft. C”)\~(U))- @(I, G” tu))df, UFF(Grnl a 62) 
where 9 is a mapping of 6” onto C” from Lemma 6.10. Put a = max(B(G”),/;). 
By the conclitit;n G” # 6‘“. and by Lemma W;,@(C”)> @(Om) for A 2 a. If 
G” # Om. then d(G”)H, and by (3.4). p(G”)*d(G”)+ 124. According to 
Lemma b.7. @(A. Cm ) B 0 for A 2 4. Hence @(a, C”) > @(a, G”) = 0. 
Let us show now that the integrand in (6.2) is non-negative. For any edge 
u E E(G‘“) there evidently exists an edge f(u)E E(Cm) such that e(G” \ u) = 
tqc- \ f(u)). 
By Lemma kH, 
if e (C” \ u ) < e (Cm \ 14’). Since the mapping 9 of G m onto Cm satisfies Lemma U. 
we have by (6.3) 
+(t, Cm !,f(~)) $5 Ql(f. Cm \q(u)) for f 2 4. 64) 
I,et G” \ 44 be a graph with components W and H’ (perhaps j = 0. and hence 
9(W) = 1). Since @(h.G”\u)= @(H’).@(W) and @(A.C”\f@))= 
@(C’) l @(C’), by the inductive assumption and by (6.4). 
CbroIIaay 6.12. Let G” be a conntrcttx! graph and 0” # G”. Then C” > G”. 
This assertion ftjllows immediately f”rorn Theorem 6 11 by the application of 
Remark 1.5. 
Note. Id G” is a disconnected gr&ph, then the above-mentioned assertion does 
not hoid. For example, one may show that CW < R, for n 3 5, where R, is 
composed of 2 components, C, ..; and 1 he triangle 0’. 
T~HMWII 6.13. Suppose that G” \ u is connected for any e&e u E E(G”), and 
G” # 0”. Then 0” t G”. 
Prd. i-34’ (3.7). 
Put a = p(G“ ). From G” # 0” and G” # Cm it follows that d(G” )a 3. and by 
(3.4). fi(G” ) a 4. Bv (3.9, @(Om) 6 4 and therefore @@, Om) 2 @(cl, G”) = 0. 
Since G” # Om. tiere exists an edge u* E E( IL;” ) such that G” \ u” # C”‘ I. 
Hence by Theorem 6. t 1, @(t, Cm-‘) > O(t, G” \ u”) and @(t, Cm ‘) 3 @(t, G” \ N) 
fcr any u E E(G m ) and for I 3 p( G” ! u ) [acd thereftlre frx t 2 f3( G * ) also). The 
required asslertion ow folbws from (h 5) hy (3.1’). 
Theorem 6.14. LetG,# K,andm(G,)=rn(K,~5=~n(n-I)(sc,thntG,duesh~r~~e 
muiriple edges ). Then .Km > G,. 
R-i 
P(G,) - n(A - A,). wheremE A, = Zm(G,)= n(‘n - I). 
t i 4-l 
Hence P(G,,)~b’~ - B)“-’ = P(K,) for h > @(G,, ). It ww proved in [Sj that if 
P(G)= P(K,) then G = K,. Therefore the inequality is strict. 
An analogotls diwussion gives a simpler pro(>f of (5, Thet,rem 3.11, This theorem 
a$seftts hat N” r G Y where IV”’ is a rratching with 1~1 edges. and G” f IV”. To 
prove A. ict US consider 
Evidently @(G”)s(A -2)” = 9(Nm) for h >max,h, = P(G”). From G” # N” 
it fr~Ifou;c that p(G’“) 3 n(Gm I-+- 1 2 3, and therefore the inequality is strict. 
Theorem 6.1-I and the anaktgue of 1 hcorem 3.1 for gr+hs with “weighted” 
edge\ IJj imply: 
Chwolhry 6.35. Let K’.” be the complete graph with n vertices, in which each edge 
has multiplicity s. G, # K,. nt (G, ) = n; (&), and let c 6e the maximal multiplicity of 
edges in C.. Then t(KII!,\ K.) > t(K!‘!,\G,) for any t = 0. i.2,. . . and s 3 c. 
The results on comparison of graphs by the number of their spanning trees (and 
on comparison of the characteristic polynomials of matrices of a special form) 
which were described ahove. may be extended to a wider class of graphs, if one 
defines an operation 0 on graphs for which either t(F)2 t(G) implies that 
t(Q(F))a t(Q(G)). or F ) G implies that G(F) > Q(G). Here are some exam- 
ples of such operations. 
(1) Let GT(xFy) be the graph obtained from G,” by replacing each edge 
u = (X - v) by xF’“‘y. Suppose t(F) = t(P) - t(F) and t(F!!‘) = t(F!$) = t(Fsy) 
for any 14. C’ E E( G Z). Then 
r(G:(:(xFy)) = r(G:). t(F)” ’ - t(L)” .**I. 
(2) Let F + t be the graph obtained from disjoint graphs F and Z. by adding 
edges between each x E V(F) and. each y E V(t) (Zykov’s operation). Let 
‘u{G} = ‘P(G;F,,F,, . . . . Fk ) be the graph obtained from the disjoint graphs 
G. F,. F- _. . . . . F, by means of the operations U and + . Then it follows from 
properties of P(A, G) (see 14)) that HZ ) f.? implies *{HZ)) qY(L?}. 
Finally let us note that most of the above results may be extended to graphs with 
weighted edges. In this cast t(G) is the sum of the weights of all the s#anning trees 
of G. where tCle weight of a tree is the product of the weights of its edges. 
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